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Craggy Course Play System

MSRP $18,670.00
SALE $14,362.00

Highlights:
Limited post topper colors
Exercises arms, legs, core and more
Modern simplified styling for a fresh look
Open design allowing for fully original
imaginative play

Age Group: 5 to 12 years
Capacity: 21-31
Fall Height: 96"
Use Zone: 38' 9" x 48' 8"

COMPLIES With:
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

ADA Compliant

Bring the fitness back to the schoolyard with the Craggy Course Play System. Designed for older elementary and
primary school children, the Craggy Course is an intriguing fitness course. No matter where a child starts, they will be
working the core muscles to work around the playset. Beginning with the Overhead Spinner, kids will be able to spin
themselves by engaging their core as they twist and turn. Once they are sufficiently warmed up, they can choose
between the Maze Rung Vertical Ladder or Curved PE Panel Climber for an additional full-body experience. Children
will improve their balance on the Lotus Climbers as they hop around to Duck, Duck, Goose or a game of their own
invention. For even more challenge, they will be sure to give the Rocker Bar Overhead Climber a try. As the bar see-
saws back and forth, it forces children to reach higher than a more traditional horizontal ladder. The Rocker Bar sets
children in front of the Tower of Rings with the options of the Standing Orbital Spinner and Tilted Lily Pad Bridge that
ends in a Saddle Slide. Each playthrough will change based on their choices while always guaranteeing a workout with
options. Choose colors to bring out a singular theme, school colors, or maybe just something that will hide the dirt
well. Post caps only come in Gray, Tan, Orange, Red, Yellow, Pacific Blue and Primary Green.


